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Grzegorz (Greg) Gregorczyk Visits the Mayor of Iwaniska
On 11 June 2003 Grzegorz (Greg) Gregorczyk, a member of our Action Committee met with the
Mayor of Iwaniska. The purpose was to determine whether the town of Iwaniska would be
interested in developing ties with the descendents of its former Jewish inhabitants.
Here are excerpts from the letter Greg sent to me describing the meeting.

Warsaw, 12 June 2004
Dear Norton,
On Friday afternoon (11 June 2004) I traveled to Iwaniska and met the town’s Mayor, Kaziemierz Żółtek
(pronounced "Joowltek"). And I do believe the meeting will soon bring some good results.
The mayor turned out to be a very nice guy in his early fifties. A strong personality, open minded, listening
carefully, and getting the point at once. Starting the conversation wasn't an easy task for me. I brought him
all four of our published e-Newsletters, printed and bound and presented in a very nice black case. From the
psychological point of view, I knew that opening our conversation with a small gift could be important in
paving the way to further developments. Besides, I was on a very serious mission and I felt the burden of the
responsibility - as a result, words didn't come very easy. Moreover, I was nervous because I did not know the
Mayor’s attitude towards Jews (unfortunately, in Poland you have to always ask yourself whether the person
seated in front of you bears any anti-Semitic opinions). Having all this in my mind I decided just to be myself
and this seemed to be a correct approach.
The mayor didn't speak English at all and I translated some of the articles for him (actually, I briefly described
their contents, with a special focus on the "Funeral"). He was really interested in what I had to say and
listened very carefully. He was especially keen to learn more about Jewish cemetery restoration projects that
were being carried out in neighboring towns, such as Staszow. His interest was really genuine.
For a few moments we discussed the idea of restoring the Jewish Cemetery in Iwaniska. I felt that he favored
the concept. It is significant that he said, "This will make me lots of enemies but I am not afraid."
We then spoke at length about the history of Ivansk and about Jewish life between the wars. He admitted
that back then most of the population was Jewish. He told me about his 89-year old uncle who remembers
many of Ivansk’s Jews and assured me that his uncle would be more than happy to speak with me. I believe
his uncle’s memories, as well as those of other townsfolk, could be of great interest to our project.
For the time being I avoided speaking to him about potentially sensitive issues. For instance, we did not
discuss the role that local inhabitants played in recapturing Jews who fled into the forests just before the
German roundup and deportation. Neither did we get to talk about the murder of 9 Jews who were falsely
accused by some Polish people of setting fire to some buildings during the German occupation.
We also dealt with other unrelated topics like our families, our jobs and difficulties that he must face doing his
duties. He told me about the huge unemployment rate in Iwaniska. The more time we spent together, the
more open and friendly he became. I must tell you that this pleasant atmosphere was guaranteed due to the
presence of Basia, my 3 year old daughter. I brought her with me and she sat on my knees throughout the
meeting. The Mayor was enchanted with Basia and provided her with an endless supply of candies which
she enjoyed as we spoke.
Well, we agreed on the following:
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1. The Mayor will try to publish some articles from our e-Newsletters in the local newspaper, “News From
Iwaniska”. His daughter speaks English and may have time to translate the material; otherwise, I will do it.
2. The Mayor told me that he would also like to use the “News From Iwaniska” to publicize my visit and to
suggest potential ways to establish co-operation between Ivanskers overseas and current Iwaniskers.
3. We shall meet again in July in his home. He offered to take me on a tour of the town. He suggested that
we visit the Jewish Cemetery. He even indicated that he was willing to clean up the cemetery and to discuss
ways to commemorate Jewish life in Iwaniska.
At the end, he gave me a commemorative medal that was created for the 600-year anniversary of Iwaniska,
"to reward such an unusual guest". I was really moved. It is in fact a very nice souvenir. In my opinion he
could not have been more gracious towards me.
Well, this will be it for now. I’ll write again soon.
Greg

Greg has opened a unique opportunity for acquiring more knowledge of our ancestor’s lives and for
developing a meaningful rapport with the people of Iwaniska. Poland is changing: reasoned voices
of enlightened people like Greg and Mr. Żółtek are being heard. They understand that the history of
our two peoples is laced with tears, sorrow and tragedy. Both men are committed to building a
better future, one characterized by tolerance and mutual respect for all peoples.

A Person is Not Truly Dead Until his Name is Forgotten
by Lisa Newman

(Toronto, Ontario, Canada)

In June 2004 I was privileged to visit the boyhood home of my father, Liepaja [then, Libau] Latvia
for the dedication of a monument to the approximately 7,000 Libau Jews killed in the Holocaust.
The rate of Nazi extermination of Jews in Latvia was so high that too few survived to even piece
together a Yizkor book.
All 100 of us attending the ceremony on June 9th were attached somehow to Libau, though very
few had ever lived there. We ranged in age from 4 months to over 80 years, and came from
Finland, Australia, France, Sweden, Israel, U.S.A. and Canada as well as from Libau/Liepaja’s
present-day Jewish community. Eleven of the 33 Holocaust survivors rescued by Righteous
Gentiles were there. One family held their own private ceremony dedicating a headstone for their
great grandmother who died in Libau in 1941; Nazi murders left no family to erect her monument
and it was only recently that her great grandchildren located her grave.
Despite Latvians’ generally enthusiastic, voluntary collaboration with the Nazis, it must be noted
that there were outstanding exceptions, Latvians who have been recognized in Israel since the
War as Righteous Gentiles. Some quietly threw food into the ghetto, some vouched for Jews’ false
identities and one even constructed a shelter in the basement of the bakery where he worked
which enabled 11 Jews to survive underground for 2 years till the end of the war.
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I had never been to Eastern Europe before this trip. Growing up hearing my father’s warm
recollections of Libau where he was born and raised, I never thought it would be possible to visit
this long-ago place, in my childhood blocked off from us by an Iron Curtain. Just one more place
that would be wonderful to visit, but which I did not expect to see in my lifetime.
My cousins, my children and I felt an indescribable reverence, and peace as we gazed upon the
monument in the Libau/Liepaja Jewish cemetery to my great grandfather, Samuel Samuel. I
reflected a lot on the brevity of each of our passages in this world, on how a busy, bustling life is
soon forgotten by those who come after, and on the need to preserve and commemorate the
dignity of each individual life. Our great chain of generations exists; standing there among the old
graves, we could feel it, touch it.
Though there is virtually no continuity with its earlier, well-established Jewish population, today’s
small [about 400] but active Jewish community in Liepaja, mostly former Russians, is diligently
working at recovering and preserving Jewish traditions. Jewish holidays are celebrated; each
Pesach the Riga Chabad rabbi comes to town and leads a seder. The community seems a secular
one, not surprising after so many years of communism: a gala dinner tendered for us foreign
Jewish visitors included music and lovely food [with a fish entrée to accommodate those keeping
kosher] but significantly there were no brachot said at all. In addition to erecting the monument, the
community helped by partners and funds from overseas has been able to clear the underbrush of
the overgrown but hardly vandalized cemetery. Most importantly, they recovered the plan of the
cemetery, which helped us find our family graves.
I returned home with a renewed determination to help make the Ivansk Jewish cemetery [where
surely many of my mother’s relatives rest] a place of honour and respect, a memory of our
ancestors.
Addendum:
Edward J. Anders is the man who organized the Libau Cemetery Project. He is an extraordinary person, a
retired professor from California. Born in Libau he survived the war by passing as a non-Jew. [The Nazis
killed his father; friendly Latvians vouched for Anders and his mother, declaring them to be Latvian, not
Jewish.] Following the war he made a successful career in the U.S., teaching at the University of Chicago.
Later in life, he realized that he was one of only 2% of Libau's Jews to survive the Holocaust. Acutely aware
of his good fortune, this remarkable man took upon himself the task of memorializing all those many Jews of
Libau who were less fortunate than him.
Over a period of two years, he funded a student to research Riga's National Archives and compile a
database of some 7,000 names of the Jews living in Libau during the war. This was a more difficult than it
seems: there were no extant Nazi records, and as noted there were almost no survivors. Through an
ingenious methodology of collating and comparing various local directories, Anders not only assembled a
database and put it up on the web <www.ej-anders.com> but undertook to send it free of charge to anyone
interested in receiving it. Along with several other Torontonians, I benefited from this generous offer. But
Anders went further, funding for a period of a year the copying and distributing by email of photographs in the
Archives [taken for internal passports, during Latvia's independence 1919-40]. Again I benefited from his
generosity, receiving photographs of great uncles, aunts and cousins whom I never knew, all of them
destroyed in the Holocaust.
Nor did he stop at that. Hearing of a plan to put up plaques in memory of the dead, for which their relatives
would each pay $100, he reasoned that most of the murdered lacked a surviving relative to order a plaque
and that some survivors, like those currently living in Latvia, would have difficulty sparing such a sum.
Resolving that all the victims should be memorialized, he began organizing and planning a monument to all
the Libau Jews murdered in the Holocaust
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A motto of Anders, which he ascribes to the Talmud, but for which I don't know an exact reference is:

" A person is not truly dead until his name is forgotten. "

The Ivansk “Virtual Cemetery” Project
by Arthur E. Zimmerman (Toronto, Ontario, Canada)

As described above, Greg and the Mayor of Iwaniska briefly discussed the idea of restoring the
Jewish Cemetery in Ivansk. The Action Committee has regarded such a possibility as the most
meaningful way to honour our ancestors. Since that initial meeting with the mayor, Greg has forged
ahead and brought the reality of such an undertaking within our grasp. By the end of August we
should have definite news on whether the restoration of “our” cemetery in Ivansk can proceed. We
shall provide you with a full report about these exciting developments in the next issue of our eNewsletter.
In the last e-Newsletter (Number 4, May-June 2004) we announced the creation of a “Virtual
Cemetery” database to record the names and vital information about our ancestors who were likely
to have been buried in the Ivansk cemetery before the final liquidation of the shtetl’s Jewish
community by the Nazis. If the reclamation of the Jewish Cemetery goes ahead, it will be more
important than ever to have our own independently gathered records of our people who were
buried in the cemetery. For example, such information will be of significance in any attempt to
retrieve lost or stolen matzevot (memorial monuments) and corroborate that these belong in this
cemetery. To be realistic, it is unlikely that we shall ever be able to rescue all the lost monuments.
So, here again, our own database will provide the only real and lasting memorial to those people
whose identities would otherwise have been lost to history.
We plead with you to forward all available information on any Ivansker ancestors whom you think
may have been properly buried in the Ivansk cemetery. The accompanying sample card (see
below) will assist you in determining exactly what information we need for this database, and we
earnestly request that you take pains to discover and submit any and all of these details that are
still in your family's memories. If you are uncertain about any facts, please provide your best
estimate and indicate the uncertainty with a bracketed question mark.
We are also assembling a database of Ivansk Holocaust victims. In addition we
require photographs, passports, letters, stories and other personal details for a projected Ivansker
Yizkor Book. Because there were so few Holocaust survivors from Ivansk, a Yizkor Book was
never assembled. Please help us realize this objective. We need good photocopies of documents
and glossy photographs of individuals (Do not send the originals. Laser color photocopies would be
acceptable.) to build the Yizkor Book.
It is critical to create the Virtual Cemetery database as soon as possible. If this project is not
brought to fruition now, it will surely be impossible to complete the task in a few more years. Our
younger generations are more “distant” from Ivansk and unlikely to have access to or have detailed
memories of the relevant information.
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Lisa Newman concluded her article with a passage from the Talmud, " A person is not truly dead
until his name is forgotten. " Our ancestors in Ivansk will be forgotten by future generations and
will not be properly memorialized unless you, your relatives and landsmen take steps to prevent
this from happening! All Ivansker descendants have a responsibility for the success of this
undertaking. The Action Committee has no means to collect YOUR family information unless you
send it to us! This Virtual Cemetery Project will not go ahead without YOUR active participation.
A sample card of the data we require for each of your ancestors is shown on the nest page (see eNewsletter #4, May-June 2004 for further details):

IVANSK VIRTUAL CEMETERY AND YIZKOR BOOK PROJECT

Surname, given names:
Place of birth:
Vital dates:
Cause of death:
Father's name / birthplace:
Mother's name and maiden name/
birthplace:
Spouse's name:
Business / career:
Location of dwelling
(on the Kesten-Brauner map):
Names of children:

Please address all submissions to Dr. Arthur E. Zimmerman (Semelman) at:
<< arthurz@look.ca >> or mail to:
514 Brunswick Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5R 2Z5.
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My Story
by Leo Apelbaum
(Farmington Hills, Michigan, USA)
(as told to Fred Apel and Norton Taichman)
My story begins in Ivansk where I was born in 1923. I was barely 5 years old when I was brought to
America and my memories of the shtetl have a dream-like quality. As a consequence, I have
forgotten the names of many people and can only guess the dates of several events described
below.
My father, Chaim (Hershel) was born in Ivansk around 1888. His parents, Shoel (Saul) and
Chanah Mindle Apelbaum were also Ivanskers and had five other children, 4 girls and a boy (Ester,
Sheindle, Rivka, Devora, Chiel).
My father and grandfather hauled goods by horse and wagon between neighboring shtetlach. My
father was very young when he married Frieda Ceresnie, a fellow Ivansker (many members of her
family are living in Toronto). They had four children: Yosel (Joe, born 1909), Hendle (Helen, 1911),
Shmill (Sam, 1912) and Gittle (Gertie, 1918).
Seeking a better life, my grandfather immigrated to Detroit
via Toronto in 1907 and worked as a peddler. My father
joined him some time later and was employed at Levine
Waste Materials. They saved every penny, and in 1913 my
grandfather sent for my grandmother and their children. (My
father’s sister Ester was married and remained in Ivansk).

The S. S. Silvia
In 1907 my grandfather. Shoel (Saul)
Apelbaum sailed from Hamburg on April
20 on the S.S. Silvia and arrived in the
Port of New York on May 7. He traveled
overland to Toronto and then on to
Detroit. My father joined him; they
worked hard and in 1913 were able to
bring my grandmother and my father's
brother and 3 sisters to the USA. Before
WW I broke out my father returned to
Poland to be with his family.

1907. S.S. Silvia Passenger Manifest
My paternal grandfather, Shoel (Saul) Applebaum's entry in the Passenger Manifest is on Line #11, but it is barely visible in this
photo. A detail of his entry in Line 11 is shown below:
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Before World War I broke out, my father returned to Ivansk to
be with his family. Gittle (the youngest of his “first” family) was
born around 1917 but shortly thereafter my father’s wife, Frieda
died (I don’t know the cause). In 1919 my dad was introduced
to my mother, Rivka Leah Weiscart who was from a
neighboring shtetl. They married and had 3 children: a boy
(who was still-born), my sister Zelda (born September 1921)
and me, Leibish (March 1923). My parents were an attractive
couple and ran a traditional Jewish home. But economic
hardship once again forced my father to leave Poland for the
USA in December 1923, when I was only 9 months old. He
never returned to Ivansk.

Ivansk, 1923.
My Father's Passport Photo
My father was a handsome and
powerfully built man. Despite the
loss of both his first wife, Frieda
(mother of his 4 oldest children)
and his second wife, Leah (mother
of Zelda and me), he kept our
family together. This is all the
more remarkable considering that
he was away in America & worked
hard as a peddler scrounging
for recyclable scrap in Detroit.

At that time my mother was left to rear all 6 children. My father
regularly sent money home, and we were able to live
comfortably by Ivansk standards. We were well fed and well
dressed, and my mother did not have to undertake any work
outside our home. But when I was only 3½ - 4 years old (1926)
my mother became sick and died. I can remember when she
and my sister Zelda sought medical attention in a neighboring
town (presumably Opatow [Apt]); when they returned home my
mother looked desperately ill and I knew something was very
wrong. She died on Erev Succoth. I still recollect walking
behind the cart that bore her body to the cemetery outside
Ivansk. For a while my maternal grandmother cared for the
family; then my mother’s sister, Aunt Sura took over.

Meanwhile in Detroit my father had found employment in the foundry of the Ford Motor Company,
but a few years later he was injured on the job and had to find another way to make a living. He
became a junk peddler, collecting and selling all kinds of scrap. He was a strong, determined man
and a hard worker. He was very religious and did not work on Saturdays. With his faithful horse
Queenie and his wagon he scoured the alleys of Detroit gathering recyclable materials. To make a
few extra dollars, he sold ice from his wagon in the summer and sacks of potatoes and onions in
the autumn. He was proud of Queenie and treated her as family. In fact, he received annual
awards from the Humane Society for having the best cared for large animal in the area. The prize
usually consisted of a horse blanket and a bag of oats or other feed.
Even before my mother died my father began sending for my brothers and sisters, starting with the
two eldest, Yosel and Hendle (immigrated about 1926) followed by Shmill and Gittle (about 1927).
Because of strictly enforced immigration quotas they were not permitted to enter the USA at that
time and had to stay with relatives in Toronto until they could rejoin my father in 1931.
By 1928 my father had saved enough money to send for Zelda and me. The journey began when
Aunt Sura took us by horse and wagon to neighboring Lagow (Lagov) and then on to Warsaw (I
believe we traveled to Warsaw by train). In the capital city, Aunt Sura procured the necessary
documents for our passage and arranged for us to stay in an apartment until our departure. Then,
she returned to Ivansk leaving us in the care of a female relative (whose name I can’t remember)
who periodically looked in on us to make sure we were OK.
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The Nieuw Amsterdam
In December 1923, when I was 9 months old, my father set
sail for America for the second time. He boarded the Nieuw
Amsterdam in Rotterdam and two weeks later landed in New
York and then went on to Detroit via Toronto. His family
remained behind in Ivansk. But even before my mother died,
he started bringing his children to the New World.

Holland-America Inspection Card
This Inspection Card was issued to my father before the Nieuw
Amsterdam sailed from Rotterdam. Holland-American wanted to
be certain that my father was in good health and would be allowed
to disembark in New York. Otherwise, Holland-America would
have to return him to Europe at their expense. Note that my father
traveled in steerage as a "Third Class Passenger"; as was the
case for most new immigrants.

The Nieuw Amsterdam Passenger
Manifest
My father's entry appears on Line
#20. See the next series (A - E) of
photos for details.

Line #20 A: Chaim Apelbaum was 37
years old in 1923. The reference to Toronto
probably refers back to his earlier entry into
the USA in 1910 in transit to Toronto.
Line 20 C: "Leie"
(Leah), my mother is
listed as my father's
nearest relative in
Poland, and Detroit
is designated as his
final destination.

Line #20 B: My father's occupation is listed
as a "coachman" from "Iwaniska".
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Line 20 D: My father has a ticket to travel to Detroi. The record
indicates that his brother (Yossel) paid for his passage. (Yossel
had been in the US for several years and presumably had
become a citizen and served as my father's "sponsor".) The
record states that my father intends to join his sister Dora
(Devora) whose address in given in Detroit.

I Line
don’t20know
how entries
he didare
it, recorded
but my in
father
E: Several
this
had
madeofarrangements
segment
the manifest. for
Butsocial
it is workers
almost
make Zelda
out the
of the
toimpossible
meet andtodirect
andheadings
me at various
columns. However, it is readily apparent and
indeed a deep relief to note that my father was
neither a "polygamist" nor an "anarchist".

LEFT Ivansk ~1924. My Mother, Zelda and I
Seated between my mother and Zelda. I was about 1 year old and Zelda was about 3. I am
taken by my mother's beauty. She was a lovely person and reared my brothers, sisters and
me after my father left Ivansk. She died very young; I was only 3-4 years old. If only I would
have been older, I would be able to better remember her.
RIGHT Ivansk, ~1927. Zelda and I
Zelda and I pose stiffly for the camera. We were about 6 and 4 years old. Note the way
Zelda's arm rests firmly on my shoulder. After our mother's death Zelda took care of me
and became more than just a "big" sister.

I don’t know how he did it, but my father had made arrangements for social workers to meet and
direct Zelda and me at various key points in our journey. But essentially we were on our own.
Today, it is hard to imagine that two, unaccompanied children, only 7 and 5 years old, would be
permitted to undertake such a trip. Zelda was responsible for keeping us together. She became a
little mother, and for the rest of her life she exhibited a deep sense of purpose and responsibility
that was nurtured during our voyage.
We left Warsaw by train for Rotterdam where we boarded a ship that had seen better days. It was
certainly not a luxury liner. We traveled in semi-steerage sharing a small cabin with a woman who
had four children. We slept in bunk beds lying on rope webbing that served as the mattress. The
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journey across the Atlantic must have lasted about 2 weeks. During the voyage Zelda saved my
life. One day I opened the porthole in our cabin and began to crawl out. I don’t remember where I
was trying to go but I was headed for the deep blue sea. Zelda returned just in time to pull me back
in. She had her hands full.
Unlike our older bothers and sisters, Zelda and I were
allowed into America. We disembarked in New York City
harbor in late winter or early spring and were placed on a
train for Detroit. Neither of us could remember our father
but we carried his photograph with us. As we pulled into
the train station Zelda recognized him immediately. Initially
I had misgivings about the man who greeted us with tears
running down his face, but since Zelda accepted him as
our father I went along with the idea.
On that memorable day Zelda and I became instant
celebrities: a photographer from The Detroit Free Press
was waiting at the station to take our photograph, which
was published in the newspaper the following day. I don’t
know who arranged for such an auspicious welcome. I
suspect that social workers had alerted the press that two
little kids would be arriving in Detroit on their own after
traveling thousands of miles. From the train station we
were taken to my paternal grandmother’s home. My life in
America had begun.
Detroit, 1928.
Zelda and I Arrive in Detroit
After traveling thousands of miles, Zelda
and I arrive by train in Detroit to be reunited
with our father. A Detroit Free Press
photographer was on hand to capture the
scene. We were two exhausted kids. Here
we are surrounded by our luggage, waiting
for my father to take us to our new home.
The caption under the photo reads:
"JOIN THEIR DADDY: Zelda Appelbaum
(missing text presumably: "age 7 and her
brother") Leibish, 5, arrived in Detroit
yesterday (missing text presumably: "from")
Poland. Their mother died just before
(missing text presumably: "they left
Poland") and they made the trip alone".

I adapted very quickly to my new surroundings. I made
friends with kids in the neighborhood and learning English
was not a problem. I loved school and always stood at or
near the top of my class. But most important, my father had
recently married Chaya Sura (I don’t remember her maiden
name) who became our second mother. She was a
wonderful woman and provided us with a warm, loving
home. Sadly, she died in the early 1930s.
My father made a decent living and always provided for the
family. In 1939 or 1940 he married Anna Brodsky who was
his constant and devoted companion until his death in
1968.

By the time I was about 8 years old I had become a real
go-getter selling newspapers on the street, and within a couple of years I developed a thriving
paper route. In 1940, when I was only 17 years old, I left school to accept a job as branch manager
for the Detroit Times.
Then World War II began and I was drafted into the Army Air Corps in 1943. I was sent to the Air
Force Administration School at Fort Logan in Colorado where I became a Chief Clerk, attained the
rank of sergeant and was posted to Morocco for about 2 years.
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Toronto, 1929. My Brother Shmill (Sam)
Shmill arrived in Halifax, Nova Scotia on the SS Estonia. He had a
suitcase, one change of clothing and $18.00 (Canadian). He worked for
Eaton’s Department Store as a custom tailor and was known for his
awareness of style and fashion. Shmill moved to Detroit in 1931 and
married Selma Schwartz in 1933 (they had 3 children). At first, he
peddled fruit, and then opened a tailor shop with a wood burning, pot
bellied stove in the back room. He put in long hours doing all the
pressing himself because he was never satisfied with the quality of the
work of anyone he hired. He died in 1980 when he was 68 years old.

1931. My Sister Helen's "Green Card"
"With the exception of Zelda and me, my brothers and
sisters were not permitted to enter the USA because of
immigration quotas in effect after WW I. It was not until
the early 1930s that all of us were reunited in Detroit.
Here is my sister Helen's (Hendle) "Green Card" which
authorized her entry as part of the "Polish Quota

When the war ended I went back to work for The Detroit Times and at
32 years of age became its youngest circulation supervisor. But in the
1960s newspapers were facing hard times and The Times was sold to
the Detroit News. I was offered a new position at the Detroit Free
Press. First, I worked as a circulation supervisor and was subsequently
promoted to zone manager in charge of circulation for a large area of
Metropolitan Detroit. I retired from work at the end of 1984.

Detroit ~1960.
My Three Sisters.
My sisters, Zelda, Gertie and
Helen pose for this photo.
They were very close to me.
Our families celebrated many
happy occasions together.
We prospered in America and
all of us had much to be
thankful for.

In 1948 I married Helen Kinitzer and we had 3 children, Laurie, Nancy
and Richard who were born in the 1950s. I devoted myself to my family
and am proud of what has become of my children who gave us 7
grandchildren. We lived in a house on Ilene Street in Detroit and I
became a handyman long before it was fashionable (and essential) to
be a Jewish “do-it-yourselfer”. But in the 1990s Helen became ill and
All my brothers and sisters lived close by in the Detroit area. They
raised families and were blessed with grandchildren. All are now
deceased and I am the only living member of the family that moved
here from Ivansk.
In October 2003 I married Dorothy Mendelsohn and we live in a
condominium in Farmington Hills, a Detroit suburb. I always had a
green thumb, and both Dorothy and I enjoy getting our hands in the
dirt. In addition, I continue my painting and sculpting that I first began
as a boy. We lead full and active lives.

If anyone knew any members of my family left behind in Ivansk I would very much appreciate it if
they would get in touch with me. I cannot remember them and long for any information you may
have.
My email address is: leappletre@ameritech.net
My father used to tell me that, “You can do anything as long as it’s honest.”
It was good advice, and I have tried to live up to his expectations.
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Stories from the Ivansk Tish
by Albert Roberts

(Broomal, Pennsylvania, USA)

Meiseh Number One
A “k’nocker “ (a big shot) from Ivansk is in a restaurant and "der kelner" (waiter) brings over the
rolls, but no butter. "May I have some butter, please?" The waiter gives a slight nod and wanders
off.
"Tsen" minutes later, still no butter. The k’nocker catches the waiter's eye. "May I have some
butter, please?"
Still the vaguest of responses, and after "tsen" more minutes, still no butter.
"Maybe you don't know who I am," says the k’nocher. "I’m a graduate of the Sy Syms School of
Business at Yeshiva University, a Rhodes "gelernter" (scholar), and I coordinated 1,450 volunteers
for Mitzvah Day, 2004. In addition, I've planted a grove of trees in Israel (valued at $5,000), via the
Jewish National Fund, and I bought the State of Israel's Mazel Tov Bond for my 'eynikl.' My
grandson received 1600 on his SATs, speaks Yiddish fluently, and belongs to a network of zamlers
who collect Yiddish books for the National Yiddish Book Center in Amherst."
"Maybe you don't know who I am," said the waiter. "I'm the guy who's in charge of the butter."

Next Meiseh
Mordechai (AKA Morton), a rakish devil from Ivansk, has just finished a delicious meal (marinated
herring drowned in onions, 4 kinds of rolls, etc.)
The waiter approaches, asking if he is thinking about having dessert.
“So, what kinds of desert do you have?” asks Mordechai.
The waiter rattles off a list of delectables, the last one being stewed prunes.
Modechai asks, "So, how good are your prunes?"
The reply: "So, how far away from here do you live?"

Next Meiseh
Two Ivansker bubbahs have not seen each other for several years. By chance they bump into each
other at “Berel’s Ballistic Bagel Castle” on Route 23 and the following conversation ensues.
"Nu, how’s by you, Mrs. Weiss?"
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"Alis is fine, Mrs. Jacobi, and you?"
This stimulating banter goes on for about fifteen minutes.
Then Mrs. Weiss asks, "And your son, Marvin, he was such an adorable child. How are things
going for him?"
"Very well!" says Mrs. Jacobi. "You know he graduated from the CIA (Culinary Institute of America)
in Hyde Park...or New Hyde Park... somevere. He got a job at Sammy's Rumanian in 1997."
”Really?” exclaims Mrs Weiss. “You know, I just read what “Zagat” said about that restaurant":

"Sammy’s

Rumanian”:

“A

heart attack on a plate served with
mismatched cutlery on rickety tables and with a side of Catskills comedy
sums up the vodka-fueled, rollicking Lower East Side hole-in-the-wall. A
Jewish-Rumanian schmaltz fest: It's like "a pay-as-you-go bar mitzvah
party."

”That’s the place!” responds Mrs Jacobi. "Well, Marvin was fired from Sammy’s and then got a job
at Bouley’s...or was it Boky’s (a half Chinese - half Vietnamese restaurant)? Then, he was hired at
Nate 'n Al's (their chicken soup could raise the dead). Then the Russian Tea Room--they closed!
Now he's applying for a job at Pastrami Queen, formerly Pastrami King of Queens Blvd."
”Oy!!” cries Mrs Wiess, "Isn't it wonderful. From one child to have so much naches!!!"

Still Another Meiseh
Two "dokters" meet for dinner.
The first "dokter" says, "I have a very demanding patient. A real Ivansker prim-a-donna. She writes
me letters and sends me e-mails:"
Dear Dokter:
I vant the real Vioxx, the nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory meditsin, not the generic. Generic doesn't
vork for me. Your krank-shvester [nurse] said you don't call in narcotic prescriptions but I live far
away from your office so I vant them mailed to me. Also, I need an x-ray of der rukn [back] because
it hurts something awful and I think there's a pinched nerve. And I want some Ambien because I can't
shlof [sleep].
Yours sincerely and truly respectfully,
Chana Kvetch
The second "dokter" asks, "And what did you reply?"
"You want fries with that?"
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Next Meiseh (Enough Already!)
Shmuel, a venerable gentleman from Ivansk tells all his friends about the "batamt" (delicious) Glatt
Kosher "bifsteyk" (beef steak) and homemade kishke he'd eaten the day before at Goldenberg’s
Restaurant on Spadina Avenue.
Anticipating a sumptuous feast, Shmuel and several of his Ivansker landtsmen decide to go to
Goldenbergs to enjoy the evening repast.
But much to their disappointment, the waiter brings them the tiniest steaks and smallest shtickels
kishke they'd ever seen.
"Hey, waiter," Shmuel barks. "I came here "nekhtn" (yesterday) and you served me a "groys" juicy
steak and a foot long piece kishke, and now today, when I bring my friends you serve such "kleyn"
(small) portions?"
"Yes, sir," replys the waiter. "But yesterday you was sitting by the window."

At Last, The Final Meiseh
This Ivansker, a real “nudnik” (a pest; a bore) walks into Lindy's Delicatessen on 22nd Ave on a
"kalt" (cold), rainy night and sits down at a table. The waiter pads up to take his order and the guy
says, "Bring me "finf" (5) eggs and a kind vort (word), please."
A few minutes later, the waiter comes back with a plate of "finf" eggs, sets them in front of the
customer and turns to go without uttering a vort.
The customer says, "Wait a minute. What about my kind vort?"
The waiter turns and says, "Don't eat the eggs!"

Ivansk Project Subscriber Directory (IPSD)
Hope Melnick, a subscriber to the Project’s e-Newsletter, came up with an idea to broaden our
awareness of each other and encourage the establishment of e-networks with Ivanskers around
the world. Hope suggested that we publish the names/addresses of Ivanskers who receive our
publication. As well, she recommended that we allow our readers to list the names of people who
they are researching. Such a “catalogue” could lead to the discovery of lost or forgotten relatives
and friends. It would also promote the exchange of genealogical information and reveal new
insights that would otherwise remain hidden. In an attempt to realize these objectives we have
developed the Iwansk Project Subscriber Directory (IPSD).
(Jewish Genealogy has developed a similar database, “The JewishGen Family Finder” (JGFF).
You can also enter your data on their web site,< http://www.jewishgen.org/jgff/ >.
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The IPSD consists of 3 parts:
PART ONE: If you want to be listed in the IPSD you must complete Part One of
the directory.
PART TWO: If you are searching for information on Ivansker families and/or
individuals who never left the shtetl you can enter their names in Part Two.
PART THREE: If you are searching for information on Ivansker families and
friends (as well as their descendents) who emigrated from Poland you can list
their names in Part Three.

YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THE IPSD IS VOLUNTARY
The data you submit will only be shared with other members of our community.
IF YOU CHOOSE NOT TO PARTICIPATE, YOU WILL STILL CONTINUE TO RECEIVE THE
PROJECT'S e-NEWSLETTER.

The Directory will be published in a forthcoming e-Newsletter and will be updated
from time to time.
Fill in the form, copy and e-mail it to Norton Taichman as indicated below.
To assure publication of your information, you must submit your data by September
15th.

PART ONE
(MUST BE COMPLETED TO HAVE YOUR NAME IN THE DIRECTORY.)
[MUST BE COMPLETED IF YOU ALSO ENTER NAMES IN
PART TWO OR PART THREE]
Your name
(Include your maiden name. If your name was
changed from that used in Poland, include the name
used in Poland)

Your e-mail address
Your current address
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PART TWO (OPTIONAL)
People who never left Ivansk
Surnames of families who never left Ivansk.
(you can include your own surname)
Provide additional information that may help to
identify who you are looking for.

Names of specific individuals who never left
Ivansk.
If possible, indicate approximate date of birth and/or
death; add other information that may help to identify
who you are looking for. If appropriate, provide
nicknames.

PART THREE (OPTIONAL)
People (and their descendents) who emigrated from Ivansk
Names of Ivansker families who left the
shtetl. (you can include your own surname)
Indicate where they immigrated to or where they
may currently reside. Provide other information that
might help to identify and locate these families.

Names of individuals who left the shtetl
including his/her descendents.
Indicate where they immigrated or where they may
currently reside. Provide other information that might
help to identify and locate these individuals.

HERE IS A SAMPLE OF HOW TO FILL OUT THE IPSD FORM
PART ONE
(MUST BE COMPLETED TO HAVE YOUR NAME APPEAR IN THE DIRECTORY.)
[MUST BE COMPLETED IF YOU ALSO ENTER NAMES IN PART TWO OR PART THREE]
Your name(s)
(Include your maiden name;include
name used in Poland)

Philip Eisen
(in Poland surname was Aisen)
My wife, Miriam (Krindelman) Eisen

Your e-mail address

phil@grandcanyon.net

Your current address

1345 Cliffside Dr, Canyon City, Arizona 10013, USA
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PART TWO (OPTIONAL)
People who never left Ivansk
Surnames of families never left
Ivansk. (you can include your own
surname)

The Eisen Family (spelt Aisen in Poland) [Philip’s great grandfather
traded in horses]
The Krindelman Family [my wife Miriam’s family]

Provide additional information that
may help to identify who you are
looking for.

The Bronfeld Family [They owned an Inn in Ivansk]
The Shenker Family [They sold cattle feed; had 3 children (Surah, Leah
and Berel) who were born in the early 1900s]

Names of specific individuals who
never left Ivansk.

Menachem Aisen [born/died in 1800s. He married a woman from
Klimintov; I don’t know her name]

If possible, indicate approximate
date of birth and/or death; add
other information that may help to
identify who you are looking for. If
appropriate, provide nicknames.

Raizel Shainah [born circa 1920; not married; she was murdered in the
Holocaust]
Yossel Drendler [nickname: Yossaleh Milichman [delivered milk].
Murdered in the Holocaust]

PART THREE (OPTIONAL)
People (and their descendents) who emigrated from Ivansk
Names of families who left the
shtetl. (you can include your own
surname)
Indicate where they immigrated or
where they currently reside. rovide
other information that might help to
identify and locate these families.
Names of individuals who left the
shtetl including his/her
descendents.
Indicate where they immigrated or
where they may currently reside.
Provide other information that
might help to identify and locate
these individuals.

The Adler Family [immigrated to USA; probably to New Jersey; may have
been a chicken farmer]
The Drendler Family [survived WWII in Siberia and then lived on a
kibbutz somewhere in Israel]
The Kalman Gelber Family [emigrated from Poland in 1920s: destination
unknown.]
Chaim Eisen [my grandfather’s brother. Moved with his wife and two
children to the Canadian West in early 1900s. I have no idea what
became of them. Presumably his descendents may be living in Canada.]
Avraham Goldkind [may be living in Bogota, Colombia. He and his
descendents may have changed their surname to “Gold”]
Mendel Diamond [he was 18 years old when he left for Amsterdam
before World War II. I don’t know what became of him.]
Rivkah Fedder [her maiden name was Steinman. She was a survivor but
her husband was killed in WW II. She immigrated to Canada after WW II,
perhaps to Winnipeg]
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